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INTRODUCTION

The propagation of energy released by an earthquake through
the uppermost crust has a significant impact on the ground
motion that is observed at the surface. Knowledge of this site
amplification effect can significantly reduce the uncertainty in-
volved in the determination and application of stochastic or
empirical predictive ground-motion equations and therefore
reduce the uncertainty in subsequent hazard calculations.
However, due to the heterogeneity of the upper crust, the site
amplification effect is highly variable over scales of kilometers
or less (e.g., Boore, 2004).

It is important to characterize site amplification at seismic
instrument locations in order to correct or account for data
from several recording sites, such that a common reference
(e.g., Poggi et al., 2011) is defined in ground-motion prediction
equations (GMPEs). State of the art GMPEs take advantage of
site characterization based on broad classes, such as National
Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP) soil class
(BSSC, 2003; Akkar and Bommer, 2010), or the average shear-
wave velocity of the uppermost 30 m (V S30; e.g., Abrahamson
and Silva, 2008). However, despite the use of this simple char-
acterization, recent work has shown the importance of consid-
ering site-to-site amplification variability in the estimation of
ground-motion prediction uncertainty (Atkinson, 2006; Al
Atik et al., 2010). This highlights that the strong variability
of site amplification, even within a single NEHRP or VS30 class,
contributes significantly to the uncertainty of ground-motion
prediction.

Developers of GMPEs typically make an assumption of er-
godicity; that is, that the variability over space is treated as an
uncertainty in time. Spatial variability (beyond simple site clas-
sification) is therefore assumed to be zero. In order to minimize
the influence of site-to-site variability in single-site hazard
analyses, Atkinson (2006) introduced the concept of single-site
sigma (uncertainty). Its use can lead to reduced site-specific
hazard due to the fact that, contrary to the ergodic assumption,
the uncertainty of ground motion observed at a single site is

lower than that over a range of sites. The single-site sigma ap-
proach is particularly applicable in seismic hazard analyses of
sensitive facilities due to the fact that, in such cases, extensive
site characterization studies are undertaken. Given such knowl-
edge, the site-to-site component of uncertainty buried in the
sigma of GMPEs is clearly superfluous.

One approach taken to isolate the influence of site-to-site
variability in GMPE development, and subsequently obtain sin-
gle-site sigma, is through direct regression, or, alternatively,
residual analysis (e.g., Al Atik et al., 2010). However, statistical
analyses, particularly of small datasets coupled with GMPEs
with high degrees of freedom, are sensitive to trade-off prob-
lems. Furthermore, the site-of-interest may not share the char-
acteristics of any of the recording sites used to construct the
GMPE. This makes it difficult to assign a particular single-site
sigma to the hazard analysis. A more thorough approach, which
we explore in this article, is to consider the site amplification at
recording instrumentation sites based on the physical proper-
ties of the site (e.g., the measured velocity profile). Given such
information, we facilitate a uniquely referenced site-specific
GMPE that could easily be adapted to an arbitrary target site
for hazard analysis.

Of course, there is reasoning behind the use of simple site
characterization approaches in GMPE development; typically,
even basic V S30 characterization may not exist for a given site.
One potential candidate for site-specific amplification determi-
nation is the horizontal to vertical (H/V) spectral ratio. H/V
spectral ratios extracted from ambient vibrations have been
proposed as a simple easy-to-derive proxy for site amplification
(e.g., Nakamura, 1989; Atkinson and Boore, 2006). However,
other authors (e.g., Scherbaum et al., 2003; Bonnefoy-Claudet
et al., 2006) have showed the limitations and incorrectness of
its use; while it can be shown that the frequencies at which
resonance occurs, for instance due to strong impedance con-
trasts at depth (Fäh et al., 2001), the amplitude of H/V ratios
are not representative of ground-motion amplification. This is
simply because the vertical component of motion itself under-
goes unknown amplification and cannot therefore be consid-
ered a suitable reference.
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Often 1D modeling is used to compute the theoretical
elastic SH-transfer function (SHTF) based on known or in-
ferred shear wave velocity profiles (e.g., Fäh et al., 2003; Poggi
et al., 2012). However, obtaining a detailed estimate of the
velocity profile to a sufficient depth for such computations
might be impractical due to high implementation costs in the
case of borehole logging or high-resolution active seismic tech-
niques. Even when low-cost, non-invasive measurement tech-
niques such as array analysis of the natural ambient vibration
wavefield are used (e.g., Fäh et al., 2008; Poggi and Fäh, 2010),
problems exist. For such measurements, sites with smooth
topography and low lateral variability over an area comparable
to the expected penetration depth are required in order to ac-
quire data that allows for the reconstruction of the velocity
profile. This may not be possible, particularly in regions of
complex or laterally heterogeneous geology, such as at the edge
of sedimentary basins. When high quality 1D shear-wave
velocity profiles are available, 1D site amplification modeling
methods do not consider the lateral complexity of the near sur-
face and topography and therefore neglect 2D and 3D ampli-
fication effects often observed in Alpine valleys (e.g., Roten
et al., 2008; Thompson et al., 2012). Finally, in the case of
anelastic SHTF, uncertainties are particularly high due to the
uncertainty of attenuation information, with Q typically esti-
mated based on geology.

The standard spectral ratio (SSR) method (Borcherdt,
1970) has, for many years, been considered the only reliable
technique to derive site amplification that include such effects.
However, it assumes the absence of local effects at the reference
site and that the same rock profile can be found below the
reference and the target site. Moreover, SSR refers to a rock
reference that is relevant only at the local scale, with the var-
iations in the local rock reference properties from V S30 around
700–2500 m=s. Finally, the cost of installing an additional ref-
erence station to a strong-motion station on soil is high, and
often no rock outcrop is available close to the site of interest.

In this article we present an alternative method through
empirical spectral modeling (ESM) that can be used to obtain
site amplification at instrument locations of a permanent or
temporary seismic network given sufficient recordings of small
or moderate earthquakes. In practice the method is a combi-
nation of physical modeling and statistical approach. The
methodology is based on an established approach of separating
source, path, and site effects, for example, through a generalized
inversion (Field and Jacob, 1995). In our implementation, we
compare recorded seismograms’ spectra with those expected
from a Brune (1970, 1971) ω2 source model, accounting for
geometrical decay and path attenuation (Edwards et al., 2008;
Edwards and Fäh, 2013) on an event-by-event basis. Sub-
sequent determination of magnitude following Edwards et al.
(2010) and residual analysis for consistent site effects over all
recorded events facilitates the determination of referenced am-
plification. Each new event is processed individually, with the
resulting event-specific amplification added to the statistical
representation of the database site-response functions, leading
to increasingly robust results with time. This allows us to avoid

both the limitations of the simple 1D amplification function,
and the limitations of non-physical parametric analysis (as in
the case of most GMPEs).

The proposed technique is employed within the routine
monitoring of the Swiss Seismological Service (SED). The SED
produces automatic hypocenter determination solutions of
regional seismicity, with a magnitude (ML) of completeness
of at least 2.0 over the entire Switzerland. These hypocenter sol-
utions are used to trigger the automatic creation or update of a
site-response function database for all stations with continuous
recording within the networks operated by the SED. A web in-
terface is employed to allow for visualization and interpretation,
providing an illustration of amplification phenomena immedi-
ately after the earthquake is recorded. This proves particularly
useful in the case of newly installed sites relating to the rapidly
expanding Swiss Strong-Motion Network (Clinton et al., 2011).

In order to test our approach we show a number of
examples of empirical amplification and compare it to site-to-
reference spectral ratios (SSR), 1D SH-wave modeling and sin-
gle station H/V of ambient vibration recordings. Comparisons
account for reference corrections in order to cope with the lim-
itations of locally referenced methods.

EARTHQUAKE RECORDINGS

The expanding earthquake waveform database of the SED was
used as a basis for our work. This comprises the broadband
Swiss Digital Seismic Network (SDSNet; Deichmann et al.,
2010) and the Swiss Strong Motion Network (SSMNet; Clin-
ton et al., 2011). We use recordings starting from January
2010. Automated trace-windowing and quality control of
the resulting spectra are performed following Edwards et al.
(2010) to ensure only reliable data are included in this inver-
sion; the minimum and maximum frequencies considered are
0.1–30 Hz, although the included bandwidth of individual
spectra depends on the relative noise level. Our analysis window
comprises the 5%–95% energy integral around the direct S wave
and coda. The noise estimate, taken from the waveform prior to
the P-wave arrival, is artificially increased until it intersects the
signal spectrum at its lowest and highest frequencies. The
conservative noise estimation prevents subsequent modeling
being influenced by the noise, and is reasonable for small to
moderate earthquakes, as at very low or high frequencies the
signal is typically dominated by background noise. Finally, the
maximum bandwidth over which the signal is at least three times
greater than the noise is selected. If the frequency range covers at
least an order of magnitude, the record is retained and, given
three or more stations per event fulfilling the quality check,
the data are passed through to the inversion stage.

SITE AMPLIFICATION FROM BROADBAND
SPECTRAL FITTING

Given instrument corrected data, the Fourier velocity spectrum
Ωij , observed at a station j originating from an earthquake i is
represented by
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Ωij!f ; r" # 2πf Ei!f ; M0i; f ci"Bij!f ; t$ij"Sij!r; r0…n−1; λ1…n"

× Tj!f ; Aj;Δκj"TRef !f ; ARef ; κRef "; (1)

for which f is the frequency, r is the hypocentral distance,
Ei!f ;M0i; f ci" is the source model, Bij!f ; t$ij" is the intrinsic
attenuation along the ray path, Sij!r; r0…n−1; λ1…n" is the fre-
quency independent amplitude decay with distance, and
Tj!f ; Aj;Δκj" is the site-response function at the station rel-
ative to the reference TRef !f ; ARef ; κRef " with ARef # 1. The
source spectrum Ei, is a Brune (1970, 1971) ω2 spectrum with
event-specific corner frequency f c and long-period spectral pla-
teau defined by the seismic moment, M0i. Bij is given by the
model according to Anderson and Hough (1984), with path
attenuation operator t$.

The geometrical spreading function Sij , is described by a
piecewise function comprising two segments of constant expo-
nential decay in the form R−λ: initial spherical decay (λ1 #
1:0) followed by trapped surface wave (cylindrical, λ2 # 0:5)
spreading after r1 # 150 km (Atkinson and Mereu, 1992). Fi-
nally, local site amplification, relative to a regional reference
(including local attenuation) is given by

Tj!f " # Ajaj!f "e−πf Δκj ; (2)

for which Aj is the average site amplification (the average am-
plification over all frequencies), Δκj is a constant, site-related
attenuation operator (Anderson and Hough, 1984) and aj!f "
is the frequency-dependent site amplification function. The
relative site attenuation operator Δκj is related to absolute site
attenuation κj by

Δκj # κj − κRef ; (3)

for which κRef is the local attenuation of the reference
site.

A modification of the method of Edwards et al. (2008,
2010) is followed to deconvolve equation (1) for a single earth-
quake. We first determine the combined path attenuation term
at each site t$j % κj , the event-common source corner fre-
quency f c, and a spectral amplitude parameter termed the sig-
nal moment for each spectrum. Here we do not define a
regional attenuation model to pre-determine t$j % κj because
this requires simultaneous inversion of the full dataset (rather
than the event-by-event application) and may bias results due
to model simplification (Edwards et al., 2010). The misfit of
the spectral model to the data is minimized in the log-log
space with the L-2 norm. Using the resulting minimum misfit
model, the residuals are then assumed to be an estimate of the
frequency-dependent elastic component of the site function
aj!f ". If an existing estimate of this is available from previous
events, the existing function is updated assuming a log-normal
distribution of the estimates.

By correcting for the geometrical decay function Sj the
frequency-independent component of the modeled spectra,
the signal moments, can be split into a single seismic moment
M0, and average site amplification terms Aj relative to the

common reference. Clearly a strong trade-off exists between
the moment and average amplification. However, in Poggi et al.
(2011), 17,300 records from 585 earthquakes occurring in
Switzerland withML >2:0 were used simultaneously to deter-
mine Aj and aj!f " for 77 instrumentation sites in Switzerland.
Of these, 27 with available shear-wave velocity profiles were
used to define the Swiss generic rock reference model. Our in-
version is constrained by fixing the known 77 Aj values, based
on the Swiss generic rock reference model, and using the cor-
responding aj!f " from the same study as a starting model,
weighted by the number of observations used in their deriva-
tion (Edwards et al., 2011; Poggi et al., 2011). This enforces
any subsequently derived amplification (i.e., for newly installed
sites) to be defined as amplification relative to the Swiss rock
reference, providing at least one recording at a station with
predefined amplification is available in the inversion. The
parameters defining the Fourier spectra of recordings used for
the sites in this study are provided inⒺ Table S1. The param-
eters defined by Poggi et al. (2011) for the data prior to 2010
can be found inⒺ Table S2. BothⒺ Tables S1 and S2 can be
found in the electronic supplement to this article.

For the anelastic ESM amplification function the absolute
site attenuation term κmust be determined. To separate κ from
the whole-path terms (t$j % κj) obtained during the spectral
inversion we use the model of Edwards et al. (2011) to estimate
the contribution from crustal attenuation t$ along the path.
Because ESM amplification is with reference to a regional
velocity profile, we must also account for the local attenuation
at the reference using equation (3). The site attenuation at the
rock reference of Poggi et al. (2011) was given by Edwards et al.
(2011) as κRef # 0:016 s. Finally, the elastic or anelastic ESM
amplification functions can be reconstructed from the product
of Aj and aj!f " or Aj, aj!f " and exp!−πf Δκj" respectively
(equation 2). An example of the elastic and anelastic ESM
amplification functions is shown in Figure 1. Swiss foreland
site WILA (VS30 # 683 ms−1) exhibits moderate elastic
amplification of up to around a factor four with respect to
the reference profile (V S30 # 1105 ms−1) due to its lower
shear-wave velocity. On the other hand, alpine site LLS
(VS30 # 3011 ms−1) shows constant deamplification of around
0.4 due to shear-wave velocities much higher than those of the
reference profile. For the anelastic functions, LLS shows high-
frequency amplification, while WILA shows deamplification.
This is due to the fact that LLS has site attenuation lower than
the reference ΔκLLS < 0, and WILA has attenuation higher
than at the reference profile ΔκWILA > 0.

The standard deviation of the ESM amplification func-
tions is determined through the propagation of errors in indi-
vidual components. Assuming no covariance between the
parameters and given a log-normal distribution in the uncer-
tainty of Aj and aj!f " [σA and σa!f " respectively] and a normal
distribution in Δκj (σκ) we obtain the log-normal error in
Tj!f ":

σT #
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
σ2A % σ2a % πf σ2κ

q
: (4)
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COMPARISON OF EMPIRICAL SITE
AMPLIFICATION WITH SITE-TO-REFERENCE
SPECTRAL RATIOS

In a first-stage validation, the proposed approach to retrieve
site amplification was compared to the classical SSR approach
(Borcherdt, 1970). In the SSR approach the horizontal spectra
of earthquake recordings at the target site are divided by the
spectra at a reference station. The reference station is typically
chosen to be as close to a “non-amplifying rock site” as possible,
often through the analysis of H/V spectral ratios to rule out
sites exhibiting resonance. The reference station must, how-
ever, still be near to the target site in order to satisfy the
assumption that source and path effects are cancelled by the
spectral ratio. One such example, in the case of a target site
installed in a sedimentary basin, is outcropping bedrock at
the basin edge. Given a close reference and target site with re-
spect to the recording distance, this approach has the advantage
of almost completely removing any source and propagation ef-
fects through the spectral division. However, one disadvantage
is that, contrary to the proposed method, the reference velocity
structure as well as the attenuation is not the same for all sites
(Steidl et al., 1996). Furthermore, the selected local rock refer-
ence can be quite dissimilar to the expected bedrock below the
target site, including some residual site effect due to weathering

of the rock or shallow sediments, especially visible at high
frequencies.

For the calculation of the SSR, spectra are computed for
each horizontal component using the Fourier transform of
S waves and coda, which are then smoothed following the
Konno and Ohmachi (1998) procedure with a b-value of 80.
Only the bandwidth of the spectra with sufficient signal-
to-noise ratio is used (SNR larger than 3). Consistent with
geometrical mean ground-motion estimation, the mean and
standard deviation are computed in the log-space over all re-
cording components available at both target and reference sites.
For the ESM amplification, we use the anelastic version [the
product of Aj , aj!f " and exp!−πf Δκj"] as the SSR also includes
relative differences in the local attenuation with respect to the
reference.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of SSR amplification with
that from spectral modeling for station SMUK, located in
the center of the deeply filled Rhone valley, proximate to the
city of Monthey. The retrieved ESM amplification of the refer-
ence station used (SMUR) shows a clear peak at 5 Hz for this
“rock” site that makes a direct comparison between the ESM
and SSR methods difficult. This highlights a typical, though
extreme, issue with the SSR approach; the results being highly
dependent on having a non-amplifying local reference site. In
order to make a meaningful comparison, rather than directly

▴ Figure 1. Example of the dynamic ESM amplification functions displayed on the web interface for two SDSNet stations. (a) LLS, with
attenuation lower than the reference. (b) WILA, with attenuation higher than the reference of 0.016 s. Solid lines show the anelastic
functions, and dashed lines show the elastic functions. Black lines show mean amplification, and gray lines show standard deviation.
(c) Number of records used for the determination of amplification for LLS. (d) Number of records used for the determination of ampli-
fication for WILA.
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compare amplification estimates, the SSR amplification func-
tions were compared to the ratio of ESM amplifications at site
and reference (Fig. 2). This approach completely negates the
influence of the local reference site for the SSR and is used for
all further comparisons.

Six pairs of stations are studied, the results of which are
presented in Figure 3. The absolute amplification at the six
non-reference sites is shown in the Ⓔ electronic supplement
as Figure S1. The six target stations were chosen because they
all have a nearby “local reference rock” site. Four of the pairs
are located in the Rhone Valley (Valais, Switzerland), an area
previously studied by Roten et al. (2006, 2008) and known to
produce 2D amplification effects. One of the four pairs is lo-
cated in Monthey (SMUK/SMUR), two in Sion (SIOM/
SIOV and SIOO/SIOV) and one in Visp (SVIT/SVIO). In
Sion, reference station SIOV is located on a hard rock outcrop
located 1.5 km to the west of station SIOO and 700 m north of
station SIOM. SIOM is located at the edge of a deep part of the
basin, whereas SIOO is located in the center of the valley. In
Visp, only a small number of recordings were available in the
Rhone basin. Only station SVIT, located on a shallow alluvial
fan adjacent to the valley, is presented here. Reference station
SVIO is located on a rock outcrop, 350 m to the west of SVIT
in the old town of Visp. A fifth pair of sites is located at the
edge of the Rhine Valley (St. Gallen, Switzerland) in Buchs
(SBUA2/SBUB), having a relatively distant hard rock refer-
ence at 3 km to the west. The last pair of sites (SLUW/SLUB)
is located in Lucerne. Station SLUW is located on a lacustrine
basin described in detail by Poggi et al. (2012). The reference
station SLUB is located on a Molasse hill 1.5 km northwest
from station SLUW. SLUB provides ESM amplification close

to unity and is therefore assumed to be close to the reference
rock for Switzerland used in this study.

Stations SIOM, SBUB, SBUA2, SLUB and SLUW were
installed between 2010 and 2012 and characterized in the
framework of the SSMNet renewal project (Michel et al.,
2012), whereas stations SVIO and SVIT were installed as part
of the COGEAR project in 2010 (Fäh et al., 2012). Therefore,
the number of recorded events with sufficient signal-to-noise
ratio is still limited, especially at low frequencies. Nevertheless,
the overall agreement between ESM amplification and SSR
is excellent, despite very different sites being presented, with
amplifications ranging from close to unity in some frequency
bands, up to 10. In some frequency ranges, the small features
of the spectra are also reproduced. However, inconsistencies at
low frequencies (below 1 Hz) can be noticed, where the ESM
amplification is much smoother than the SSR amplification,
leading to loss of resolution. One such example can be seen
in the fundamental frequency of the Rhone basin at SIOO,
which is 0.5 Hz. This is due to the fact that we use the multi-
taper algorithm to obtain smooth Fourier spectra for the ESM.
Along with the duration-limited analysis signal this may lead
to a loss of resolution at low frequencies. At high frequencies
(f > 10 Hz), the mean ESM amplification ratio is again very
close to the SSR, despite an obvious increase in uncertainty due
to the sensitivity to the determination of Δκj .

COMPARISON OF EMPIRICAL SITE
AMPLIFICATION WITH 1D SH-WAVE MODELING

The previous analysis showed that the ESM approach produces
results consistent with those from SSR in the case in which

▴ Figure 2. (a) Standard spectral ratio SMUK/SMUR (gray) compared to ESM amplification at site SMUK (black). (b) ESM amplification of
the reference site SMUR. (c) Comparison of the SSR SMUK/SMUR (gray) with the ratio of the ESM amplifications (black) between site and
reference (SMUK/SMUR) finally selected for comparison.
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nearby reference sites existed. However, in contrast to the SSR
approach, the application of the ESM approach is not only
limited to such cases. In order to show the advantage of the
spectral modeling technique over other commonly applied
methods in site-response analysis, we compared the elastic ESM
amplification functions with modeled one-dimensional, elastic
SH-wave transfer functions (Knopoff, 1964) at several specific
target sites of the SSMNet. The velocity profiles for these sites

were obtained from surface-wave analysis of ambient vibration
array recordings (Havenith et al., 2007; Fäh et al., 2009; Mi-
chel et al., 2012). As mentioned, the ESM amplification always
refers to a common rock reference velocity profile, which in the
case of Switzerland has a gradient form with velocity increasing
from around 1 to 3:2 km=s, as described in Poggi et al. (2011).
In the case of an analytical 1D SH-amplification function,
however, the reference is generally local. This can be based

▴ Figure 3. Comparison of Standard Spectral Ratios (gray) with ratios of ESM amplifications (black) for six station pairs of SSMNet.
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on either real outcropping bedrock or the deep portion of the
bedrock, virtually outcropped by removing the top sediment
cover from the velocity profile. As with the SSR approach, com-
paring the SHTF and ESM approaches without accounting for
the differences in the reference may result in large deviations.

In order to correct the SH transfer functions (with local
reference) to the Swiss reference (target), we apply a method
that is based on the use of the quarter-wavelength approach
(Joyner et al., 1981). In this method, a correction function is
computed as the square root of the ratio between seismic
impedances (Z) between the two references (local and target).
Average seismic impedances are calculated using the quarter-
wavelength method, which makes this parameter frequency
dependent. The correction function is based on the original
formulation by Joyner et al. (1981) and is given by

C!f " #

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
ZQwl
Target!f "

ZQwl
Local!f "

vuut #

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
VQwl

STarget!f "ρ
Qwl
Target!f "

VQwl
SLocal!f "ρ

Qwl
Local!f "

vuut ; (5)

where VS is the shear-wave velocity, ρ is density, and Qwl
indicates averaging using the quarter-wavelength approach.

A simplification of equation (5) can be obtained through
two considerations:
1. The difference in density has little impact in the final cor-

rection function; we can therefore neglect this parameter,
assuming equal density between the two profiles.

2. For the transfer function modeling, the last layer of the
discrete velocity profile is usually assumed as the reference.
Therefore, being a layer of constant velocity, its quarter-
wavelength expression will also be constant (frequency in-
dependent).

In this case equation (5) can be simplified to

C!f " #

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
VQwl

STarget!f "

V SLocal

vuut ; (6)

where VSLocal is the velocity of the local reference: the lower-
most (base) layer of the local site’s shear-wave velocity profile.
The reference corrected amplification function ACorr

SH !f " can
then be obtained by multiplication with the local correction
function

ACorr
SH !f " # C!f "ASH!f ": (7)

Figure 4 shows an example of correcting the analytical
elastic SH amplification function with local reference at the
station SCUG to the Swiss generic rock reference. The correc-
tion to the common Swiss reference pulls the high frequency
part down, making it comparable with the ESM amplification
determined in this study. The main advantage of this correc-
tion method is its simplicity, as it gives the possibility to correct
existing amplification functions without recomputing the
whole transfer function to the target reference. Such an ap-
proach, nevertheless, must be regarded as an approximation,

producing a much smoother result than that expected from
full modeling.

The comparison between elastic ESM amplification func-
tions from the spectral fitting approach and the corrected ana-
lytical elastic solution from SH-transfer function computation
has been carried out for six stations of the SSMNet (SYVP,
SLTM, ZUR, OTTER, SEPFL, and SLUW). These sites re-
present a selection of sites within the strong-motion network
for which a reliable assessment of the velocity structure is avail-
able (Havenith et al., 2007; Fäh et al., 2009; Michel et al.,
2012). The selection was made to highlight the diversity of
available sites in addition to the limitations of 1D site charac-
terization. In addition to the stations previously described, sta-
tion OTTER is located in Basel on top of a deep sedimentary
basin of the Rhine Graben; ZUR is located on top of a molasse
hill in the city of Zurich; station SYVP is located on the deep
lacustrine basin of lake Neuchâtel in the city center of Yver-
don-les-Bains; SLTM2 is located in the narrow but deeply-
filled alpine valley of the Linth, and SEPFL is located on shal-
low lacustrine sediments on the shore of lake Geneva in the
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne campus. The results
of these comparisons are presented in Figure 5. Due to the
correction of the SH-amplification functions using equa-
tion (7), all the examples refer to the Swiss rock reference.

The match between the two types of amplification func-
tions is good. In some cases (SYVP and SEPFL) even fine-scale
features, such as the resonance peaks, are well represented in
addition to the overall smooth shape. This indicates that
the dimensioning of the velocity interfaces along the velocity

▴ Figure 4. Example of correcting the elastic amplification from
SH-wave transfer function modeling at the SSMNet station SCUG
to the common reference by applying the proposed correction
function. Comparison with the ESM amplification function pro-
posed in this paper (black).
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model is consistent with the observed amplification. In other
cases, the 1D SH-modeled resonance behavior mismatches
with the amplification obtained using the spectral inversion
approach at high frequencies (e.g., SLTM2). This may be be-
cause of the poor resolution of the velocity profile at shallow
depths leading to an incorrect SHTF at high frequency. The
same can be observed at low frequencies, if the input velocity
profile is not sufficiently constrained at relatively large depth
(e.g., OTTER). Nevertheless, some mismatch can also be ex-

pected independent of the reliability of the velocity profile. At
the station ZUR, for instance, the high frequency part mis-
matches. This may be due to a residual presence of attenuation
in the elastic ESM amplification function; attenuation might
not be entirely removed or, as in this case, may be overcorrected
for in the spectral modeling due to trade-off between inverted
parameters. A special comment is necessary for the station
SLUW, which exhibits amplification factors up to 10 in all
approaches. In the comparison of SSR with ESM amplifications,

▴ Figure 5. Comparison of elastic ESM amplification functions from broadband spectral fitting (black line) and reference corrected
elastic SH-wave transfer function modeling (in gray) at six test sites in Switzerland. Uncertainties are also shown, when available.
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we observed an almost exact match, whereas in this case, a mis-
match between ESM and SHTF amplification functions is in-
duced by the presence of 2D/3D effects (e.g., Thompson et al.,
2009), which cannot be accounted for with simple 1D
modeling.

COMPARISON OF EMPIRICAL SITE
AMPLIFICATION WITH H/V RATIOS

The SDSNet is a broadband seismic network with installations
typically on NEHERP rock or hard rock classes. Recordings of
ambient noise from the continuous data stream were used to
obtain single station H/V Fourier spectral ratios at all sites of
the SDSNet. Recordings were taken over a duration of approx-
imately one hour. Classical polarization analysis was then
undertaken, following the approach detailed in Fäh et al.
(2001). In order to avoid problems associated with the time
variance of the noise field the ambient noise recordings are split
into numerous 2048-sample (17-second) windows, each over-
lapping by 25%. With N as the number of windows, the geo-
metrical average H/V, is then given by

log
"
H
V
!f "

#
#

1
N

XN

i#1
log

$ !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
HN;i!f "HE;i!f "

p

V i!f "

%
: (8)

To compare with the H/V function, the elastic ESM am-
plification function is reconstructed from the product of aj!f "
and Aj , neglecting the attenuation term (Fig. 6). This is based
on the assumption that the horizontal and vertical attenuation
are comparable (Bethmann et al., 2012). The best match be-
tween the shape of the H/V curve and ESM amplification is
found at sites WEIN and WILA. However, a constant offset
between H/V and elastic ESM amplification is observed for
most stations. The most important source for the differences
in shape is that amplification is simply not adequately repre-
sented by H/V spectral ratios, most pronounced by the con-
stant offset. Peaks and troughs in the curves are related to
the fundamental frequency of resonance of the surface layers,
best seen at sitesWEIN,WILA, ZUR, TORNY, and FLACH.
This is thought to represent a combination of S-wave reso-
nance and Rayleigh wave ellipticity (Poggi et al., 2012), where-
as in the case of the ESM, SSR, or SHTF, amplification is
directly represented.

▴ Figure 6. H/V ratios for nine selected sites of the SDSNet compared with the elastic ESM amplification. The gray line shows the H/V
derived from the ambient noise field using classical polarization analysis, the black line shows the elastic ESM amplification derived from
earthquake recordings with corresponding standard deviation (thin black lines).
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CONCLUSIONS

We presented and tested a method to determine elastic site
response and corresponding local attenuation, referenced to
a regional velocity profile. The method has a wide possibility
of application, as the size of the recorded earthquakes only lim-
its the frequency bandwidth of the recovered site amplification;
the method can therefore be applied even in regions of low
seismicity such as Switzerland. However, the method is equally
applicable in seismically active areas of the world, where small
earthquakes are abundant, and can be used to estimate the lin-
ear amplification phenomena to be expected in the case of
larger, damaging events. The recovered site amplification using
this method reflects the observed site amplification in that it
includes focusing effects, resonance phenomena, and topo-
graphical effects. No separation of these individual features was
undertaken, however, comparison with 1D-SH modeling sug-
gests that 2D and 3D effects may have a significant impact on
local amplification, especially in Alpine valleys.

The proposed spectral fitting method was tested against
standard methods for estimation of site response. The match
with site-to-reference spectral ratios was excellent as long as we
compared the ratio of amplifications in order to account for
the fact that the SSR method may not have unitary reference
amplification. Smoothing issues of the presented method at
low frequencies were highlighted, however, and are due to the
use of the multi-taper approach to compute the Fourier trans-
form in addition to the duration-limited analysis signals. Un-
fortunately, there exists a trade-off between signal isolation and
SNR maximization with the robustness of low-frequency esti-
mation. In order to compare with a 1D modeling method,
we corrected SH-transfer model amplifications to a common
reference using the quarter-wavelength approximation. This is
important because 1D SH-modeling typically has a local refer-
ence, usually the bedrock layer beneath the site. After correc-
tion, the two methods showed good agreement, in some cases
even including fine-scale features such as resonance peaks.

Comparison of amplification from spectral fitting with
estimations of the H/V ratio found an agreement in shape,
although significant differences were present between ampli-
tudes at most sites. The H/V analysis undertaken disagrees
with the conclusions of Nakamura (1989), who suggested that
the use of H/V ratios can approximate site response. While the
approach does provide a reasonable first-order estimate of the
shape of the amplification related to resonance behavior (i.e.,
the location of resonance peaks), the amplitudes obtained from
H/V measurements are not representative of ground-motion
amplification. One aspect to consider is that the H/V function
rarely indicates deamplification, which is possible when ampli-
fication is considered with respect to a common reference. We
conclude, therefore, that the H/V ratio should not be used to
predict amplification.

Overall, the method presented here to determine elastic
amplification functions for sites within a seismic network of-
fers a useful tool for network operation and hazard assessment.
The agreement with existing approaches showed the validity of

the method in specific cases for which detailed site information
was available or a reference site with negligible amplification
was nearby. The proposed method is extended without loss
of generality to all sites in the network, regardless of whether
velocity information or other site characterization information
exists. In fact, the method can be useful in helping to character-
ize sites, for example, by providing information on resonance
phenomena, indicating strong contrasts of impedance at depth
or highlighting particularly strong or weak local attenuation.
Application to the hazard analysis of specific sites such as sen-
sitive facilities or unstable rock slopes (e.g., Burjanek et al.,
2012) can be considered through the installation of a strong-
motion station for a limited period of time depending on the
level of seismicity.
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